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Abstract. Various methods of operation of complex transport systems
imply knowledge of mathematical models of their components. To obtain
adequate models of such components, it is necessary to take into account the
physical and chemical processes occurring in them. Previously, the authors
developed a potential-flow method within the framework of modern
nonequilibrium thermodynamics – a unified approach to the analysis and
modeling of processes of various physical and chemical nature. In
accordance with this approach, as well as with the methods of mechanics,
the theory of electric and magnetic circuits, electrodynamics, etc., state
functions for the properties of substances and the processes under
consideration are set up to the experimentally studied constant coefficients.
The system of equations of the considered processes dynamics is obtained
from the given state functions. The desired model (digital portrait) of the
considered component is constructed by numerical-analytical
transformation of the dynamic equations system based on the use of
experimental data. The need to automate the proposed method of obtaining
digital portraits is due to its complexity and the need to process a large
amount of data. An information and computing system is proposed, which
implies the construction of a block diagram of the processes in the
component under consideration (model-oriented approach). Modeling these
processes using a block diagram at different values of unknown parameters
allows us to approximate the model (digital portrait) a component based on
the resulting set of output characteristic dynamics using machine learning
libraries. Process modeling and further approximation of the model is
parallelized. This paper is devoted to a distributed information-computing
system that implements the creation of various complex systems digital
portraits.

1 Introduction
Complex technical physical systems (physical and physico-chemical), including components
of transport systems, contain simpler subsystems [1 - 9]:
• mechanical, described by the methods of mechanics [1, 2];
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• electric and magnetic circuits described by the methods of the electric and magnetic circuits
theory [3], electrodynamics [3, 4];
• subsystems characterized by physical and chemical processes of different nature (for
example, diffusion, chemical transformations, heat transfer, materials science processes),
described by the methods of modern nonequilibrium thermodynamics [5 – 8];
• composite subsystems, including mechanical subsystems, electrical and magnetic circuits,
physical and chemical subsystems, as well as complex subsystems (in turn, including the
mentioned subsystems) [9].
The described methods for constructing systems of equations for the dynamics of
processes in complex systems (and the dynamics of subsystems of complex systems) allow
us to synthesize a system of equations for the dynamics of processes in the system under
consideration, for the numerical implementation of which it is necessary to have
experimentally studied parameters of the dynamics of processes in the system [1 - 8, 10]:
constant coefficients of this model of processes, the initial state of the system, unknown
external influences. The resulting system of equations must be supplemented with equations
for the observed and controlled parameters of the system [9, 10].
In order to use this system of equations to solve practical problems of system development
(synthesis of optimal structure and selection of optimal parameters [11 – 14]) in accordance
with the specified requirements [11, 12], as well as the tasks of operating these systems
(synthesis of the control system [15], diagnostics and forecasting of the technical condition
[12, 16], analysis of the system reliability [12, 16, 17], development of the system
maintenance methodology [17]), it is necessary to transform the resulting system of equations
of process dynamics in such a way that only the observed and controlled parameters remain
in the resulting system of equations [9, 10]. As a result of this transformation (in general, by
numerical and analytical methods [10, 18-20], which consists in calculating the dynamics of
the observed and controlled parameters of the system under study for various randomly set
parameters of the processes dynamics in this system and further approximating the model of
the system under study on a set of the observed and controlled parameters dynamics [10, 18,
19]), the relationship between the controlled parameters of the system and the observed
parameters is obtained with accuracy to the control parameters (obtained from the test results
of the considered system and laboratory systems) [10]. The controlled parameters of the
system also include the observed parameters values predicted for subsequent time moments
[10].
Based on the control parameters statistics from the considered system obtained model,
the conditional probabilistic characteristics of the controlled parameters are determined [19]
(using the methods of probability theory [21]), for which the model [19] is constructed, which
is directly used to solve the practical problems described above. The resulting mathematical
model, which connects the controlled parameters with the observed ones, is a digital portrait
of the considered system [22], which can be used, in particular, for diagnosing and predicting
the state of electricity consumers from the intelligent distribution system [22 - 26], as well as
electricity sources [22]. The digital portrait is implemented in the mathematical core of the
diagnostics and forecasting center [22] in the power distribution system.
As can be seen from the above, the formation of a system model is quite a time-consuming
process [9, 10, 18, 19]. This leads to the need for software implementation of the presented
methodology for creating a digital portrait, which includes multiprocessor and multicomputer
parallelization [9, 19, 27].
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2 Features of software implementation of the system model
formation procedures
2.1 Implementation of the processes dynamics equations system
The processes dynamics equations system of different physical and chemical nature in an
investigated system as a physical and physico-chemical processes block diagram, as well as
more complex subsystems (model-oriented approach) [8, 9, 28]. The specified parameters of
the dynamics of processes in the system are included in such block diagrams [9, 28]. Then,
in accordance with the block diagram of processes in the investigated system, the proposed
information and analytical system calculates the dynamics of processes in the investigated
system, including the observed and controlled parameters, for the specified parameters of the
processes dynamics [9, 28].
In general, for a complex system, the diagram of the processes occurring in it (or its
subsystems) can be distributed (and therefore the calculations on this diagram are
parallelized) on several computing nodes [9]. For this purpose, the considered block diagram
is broken into subdiagrams by weaker connections, and the corresponding intermediate
dynamics of the considered quantities are introduced in place of the broken connections [9].
And then each such subdiagram is implemented separately on the corresponding computing
node [9]. The dynamics of processes in subdiagrams is calculated in parallel (on different
computing nodes) iteratively [9].
Since different complex systems can generally have different subsystems, it is necessary
to have a database of these subsystems.
2.2 Implementation of the numerical-analytical transformation of the process
dynamics system equations
The proposed information and analytical system accept the following data at the input:
• block diagram of physical and chemical processes in the system under study,
• containing the observed and controlled parameters;
ranges of changes in the parameters of dynamic processes in the studied system.
Having received these input data, the proposed information and analytical system
generates random values of the parameters of the dynamics of processes in the studied system
in the specified ranges, then simulates the corresponding dynamics of the observed and
controlled parameters for these generated parameter values [9, 28], using the acceleration of
counting due to parallelization. Then, based on the set of these system controlled and
observed parameters obtained dynamics, its model is approximated [10], using symbolic
regression methods [29] and neural networks [30].
For this purpose, the set of obtained dynamics of the observed parameters (and the
corresponding control parameters) of the system is divided into subsets, on each of which a
private model of the system is constructed [9, 18], using clustering methods [31]. Moreover,
these subsets are different for each set of values of the parameters of the dynamics of
processes in the considered system [9, 18]. The private models are then combined into a
general model [9, 18]. The construction of private models, as well as their integration into
more general ones, is performed in parallel on different computing nodes-executors [9, 18].
For this purpose, analytical expressions of particular and general models are collected in a
database, which shows which general models are reduced to which particular models.
Moving from particular models to more general models, we refine the coefficients of
general models [9]. To this end, we generally divide the resulting model into components
that are weakly related to each other [9], and the coefficients in these components on the
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corresponding input data (on those where these coefficients are most pronounced) are
adjusted by optimizing in parallel on different computing nodes [9].
Then we generate additional dynamics of the observed and control parameters of the
system from the system of equations of process dynamics and use these dynamics to check
the final model of the system [9] - the result of a numerical and analytical transformation of
the system of equations of process dynamics [9, 10, 20].
2.3 Getting a system model (digital portrait)
Having obtained a model of the considered system by converting the processes dynamics
equations system (a block diagram of the system), and having the test statistics of the system
various instances (statistics of the control parameters of the system instances), we test the
resulting model [19]. If such a model has been tested, then the processes in the considered
system, as well as the state functions for the properties of substances and processes [7, 8],
were set correctly [9], otherwise, it is necessary to consider other options for the processes
and state functions for the properties of substances and processes [7, 8, 9]. Thus, an
experimental study of the processes in the system, as well as the properties of substances and
processes, is performed [7, 8].
Then, in the general case, we construct a probabilistic model of this system that can be
used to solve various practical problems [19]. For this purpose, the resulting model is used
to calculate the statistics of the values returned by this model (parallelization is performed
for subsets of the values of the available statistics), as well as, if necessary, all the necessary
statistical characteristics [19]. Then, for these obtained values, a model (in general,
probabilistic) is constructed [19] (parallelization is similar to the one described above) – a
digital portrait of the considered system [22]. Previously, from the available statistics (source
and calculated), it is necessary to allocate test data for testing the resulting digital portrait.

3 Distributed information system for building digital portraits of
the user system
3.1 User-defined functionality of a distributed information system for digital
portraits building
As follows from the above, the functionality of the proposed information system is:
• building digital portraits of user-defined systems of various physical and chemical natures;
• database management:
• database of block diagrams of processes (in subsystems);
• database of system models (accurate to the parameters);
• database of state functions for the properties of substances and processes;
• database of ranges of parameters of the dynamics of processes in the system;
• database of statistics of test results of various systems;
• database of analytical expressions (necessary for building system models, setting state
• functions for the properties of substances and processes).
This database management functionality is:
• adding information;
• deleting information;
• reading information;
• updating information.
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These databases are generally distributed [32], as well as intelligent [32]. This makes it
possible, for example, to obtain processes, as well as the properties of substances and
processes, depending on the chemical composition of the system.
3.2 Architecture of a distributed system for building digital portraits of user
systems
As can be seen, the basis of the formalisms for constructing digital portraits of various user
systems is multicomputer parallelization [9, 27], which is based on the MPI-messaging
interface, as well as the interface for remote application launch over the network [27]. At
each computing node in the network, an environment is launched, which also implements
calculations based on block models of specified user systems (model-oriented approach
[28]). Examples of such environments are: MatLab, Scilab. This environment should include
support for the MPI interface, as well as the remote program launch interface over the
network (RDP interface) [27, 33]. These supports should also be implemented in the form of
middleware middleware [27, 33, 34], which also includes database management [27, 33, 34].
One example of middleware is Hadoop [34].
On each subordinate compute node, the compute environment is waiting for a job. After
receiving a task (encrypted in an MPI message [27, 33]), this environment sends the results
of the task (also encrypted in an MPI message [27, 33]) to the node from which this task
came and waits for the next task. The computing node-the customer plans sub-tasks and
distributes these sub-tasks to the computing nodes-performers (Figure 1). Also, on each
computing node-executor, a queue of tasks is implemented (based on middleware [33, 34]),
each of which is executed sequentially.
Moreover, in the general case, a computing executor node can also be a customer node
for other executors (Figure 1). In this case, a group of tasks is submitted to such a nodeperformer (having subordinate nodes-performers), which is distributed among the nodesperformers (subordinates). This organization of a multicomputer computing system (tree
system [27]) allows each computing node-customer to manage a relatively small number of
computing nodes; each computing node-customer is responsible for its own (small) class of
tasks. Thanks to this approach, the overhead costs of distributing subtasks across the
executing computing nodes are rationalized.
The described subtasks solved by the executive nodes are implemented in the form of
corresponding expansion modules (Figure 2). The expansion modules of the computing
nodes-customers (Figure 3) implement the planning of the corresponding subtasks for the
computing nodes-performers (Figure 2) and further planning based on the results of solving
these subtasks on the computing nodes-performers, and the corresponding expansion
modules of the nodes-performers – algorithms for solving these subtasks (Table 1). On the
computing nodes-executors, which have their own executing nodes in their subordination,
two of the above classes of extension modules are implemented (those that plan subtasks and
solve subtasks) (Figures 2 and 3).
In general, part of the computing nodes in the considered computer network can be
connected to each other as via a local network, and the other part – via the Internet. This
approach allows you to create a computing system with separate clusters distributed in
different locations. Also, access to the database can be either via a local network or via the
Internet [27, 32, 33].
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Fig. 1. A distributed computing system that implements the formalism of building models based on
the analysis of processes in systems. The arrows show the directions for transmitting tasks, and the
results of solving problems are transmitted along these arrows in the opposite direction. Dotted lines
without arrows – interstitial interaction between the middleware components. Dotted lines with
arrows – access from the computing environment to the database via middleware. Databases with
numbers – local databases on each node in the network, solid lines without arrows-data exchange of
middleware components with databases. Bold computing environments-customers

Auxiliary data stores are also used, which store the above-mentioned frozen dynamics
(iteratively adjusted). Additional storage is also implemented on the nodes where the
corresponding calculations are performed, and is also connected over the network. In addition
to these additional data stores, additional data stores are implemented for the dynamics of the
output characteristics of the system.
To increase the reliability of the described information and analytical system, it is
necessary to have duplicates of various computing nodes-performers who have their own
executing nodes in their subordination [27, 32 – 34].
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Fig. 2. Modules for building a mathematical model on computing nodes-performers. The thick arrows
show the sequence of library outputs during the construction of the system model (the black arrows
represent the transformation of the process dynamics model, the white arrows represent the construction
of the digital portrait itself). Thin arrows – hierarchy of extension modules

Fig. 2. Module for coordinating the formation of a mathematical model of a given physico-chemical
system. The thick arrows show the sequence of library calls in the process of building a system model.
Thin arrows – hierarchy of extension modules.
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The described architecture of the proposed information and analytical system guarantees
its universality for the described tasks of constructing digital portraits of various systems.
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